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Prez Sez
Good news! The new batteries donated by
Lloyd Cabral, AA6T, have been installed and
are now in service. I'd like to thank Lloyd and
the others who provided grunt and technical
assistance: KB6G, W6JZU, WB600L,
AG6Q, and K6TMB.
Receiver sensitivity was checked, as part of the
project, and found to be okay.
SK deW6TEX

OH2BH's Book, Where Do We Go Next?
D Xing From the 0 the r End of the Path
by Joe Mastroianni, AA6YD

Martti Laine, OH2BH, has worked you.
He hasn't? If you're a DXer or contester,
Martti Laine is in your log. Take a look
and if you can't find OH2BH, try
3D2AM. No? How about ZS9Z(ZS1?
Then try V51Z, CT3BH, 3C1EG,
SORASD, XF4F, or OJOAM? Don't any
of those ring a bell? Why, just last week
he was on the Canary Islands. Didn't he
work you from there? I'll bet if Martti
looked in his log, he could fmd you!
Martti has lugged radios to most of
the rare countries of the world- to work
you, theDX"deserving". Ifyou'vemade
a serious hobby of working DX, then
Martti has made a serious hobby of being
DX. He's worked nearly everyoner---from almost everywhere.
In Where Do We Go Next? Martti
describes the adventures he and his

colleagues have endured while adding
new countries to your DXCC totals.
The book answers the question he is
asked every time he meets other DXers.
We, the insatiable deserving, say,
"Martti, thanks for Annobon; now, where
are you going next?"
The story is too big to be told by one
person, even one Martti's size. So other
familiar characters have joined him,
including David Heil, 9Ll US (who
recently worked the bands dry from
Sierra Leone); Peter Grillo, AH3C; and
Hugh Cassidy, WA6AUD, whose
legendary "the big gun," "the old-timer,"
and the "the local-QRPer'' are peppered
throughout the book.
VE7CT, KJ7A, W9SU, and
UW3AX all chime in to tell us of life
where you can't send out for a pizza or
even practice the most rudimentary
personal hygiene.
continued on page 5
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Meeting on Thursday
This month's meeting will take place on
the 13th at Harry's Hoffbrau on El
Camino Real in Mountain View. Attitude
adjustment starts at 6, the meeting at 7.
The program for this meeting wasn't
known at the time this went to press.

W8MEP Honor Roller
The Y A0RR card was the last one
Gerry needed to qualify for Honor Roll.
Gerry would like to thank Larry,
KG6GF, for picking up the card from
Romeo when he was here.
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Board ofDirectors Meeting
W6DU, K6MA, WA60, W6TEX,
WB6WKM, NG6X, and NQ6X attended
the January 8 meeting at Harry's
Hoffbrau in Mountain View. W6TEX
presided.
The board decided to move the
club's archives from Menlo Park to
Branham Self Storage in San Jose.
WB6WKM did the leg-work and
reported that cost would be the same
for more storage space.
The board discussed the DXer
mailing costs and the possibility of
getting a non-profit rate.
NQ6X gave the club financial
report- shown on page 3.

W6TEX discussed his proposal for
revamping the club Marathon to
make it more interesting to members
suggesting an increased variety of
awards, among other improvements.
WB6WKM offered to administer the
new "Marathon Challenge." The
board unanimously approved the plan
and accepted Dick's offer.
The board agreed to have NCDXC
pick up part of the travel costs of
bringing its ZA surprise guest, Agin
Muco to Visalia this year.
John, K6LLK, is trying to obtain the
source code for "Charlie," so he can
update the program.

General Meeting
Bill, W6TEX, presided at the meeting
which was held at the Farm House
restaurant in Redwood City on Jan. 10.
The "grace period" before dues
payment laggards are dropped from
membership was changed from three
months to two.
The membership agreed to purchase
a new public address system with
wireless microphones from Peavy
Systems for up to $1200.
KN6J will head a committee to
establish whether "Charlie" should
announce only items that meet some
sort of selection critera. WA6AHF,
W6JZU, and WB6WKM volunteered for the committee.
Chuck, AA6G, gave new 9BDXCC
plaques (and they are beauties-ed.)
to KA6ING and NI6T. N6EK,
K6ITL, AI6L, K6MA, and KI6WF
(winning the first 300-sticker)
received additions.

Gerry, W8MEP, gave a fine slide
show on his experiences as part of the
post-Desert Storm relief eff01t for the
Kurds of Iraq.
Rich, WX6M, discussed the club
awards program and his proposal to
discontinue support for the CQ
Magazine contests (except for the
W6WX award). He would update
ARRL DX Contest awards . The
proposal was made into a motion and
approved unanimously by the
members present.
1st Readings:
Tom Curran, W7UAB
Richard Chatelain, WB6JPY
Dennis Petrich, K0EOO
John Markey, WX6G
Reinstatement::
Ray Balch, K6VX (ex W6ESI)
Box 179, MacDoel, CA 96058

Roster Changes
Michael McEvoy, N60BX
8400 Old Melones Dam Road, #175
Jamestown, CA 95327

phone number(s) not given
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From the Contest Chairman
by Rich Hudgins, WX6M

The motion at the January meeting to
support the ARRL contest but drop the
CQWW from the club awards program
passed. Club awards for the 1991 ARRL
DX Contest to be presented at this year's
Contest Forum at Visalia are:

Category

SSB
W6BSY
WX6M
no entries
N3AHA
W6QHS
no entries
no entries

CW
N6TV
W6BSY

l-op (all-band)
Single-band
QRP
l -op (assisted)
AD6E
Multi-op (1-TX)
W6QHS
Multi-op (2-TX)
WZ6Z
Unlimited
no entries
800K-points
N6RO
N6EK
800K-points (SSB&CW)
David Baker
to be announced
Please remember the annual DX
Club Marathon, running June 1 through
August 30, with plaques for SSB, CW
and mixed and certificates for place and
show. Also, participation certificates are

Basic Goose-Sense
by Fred Wells, N5SER

This spring, when you see geese heading
north, you might wish to know what
scientists have discovered about why
they fly in "V formation": each goose
creates aerodynamic lift for those
behind. Flying in formation, the gaggle
has about 71 percent greater flying range
than an individual goose.

Truth #1: People who share a
common goal can get there
quicker and easier by
traveling on the thrust of
one another.
Whenever a goose falls out of formation,
it immediately feels the drag of trying to
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Treasurer's Report

given those who work over 100
countries.
1991 Marathon awards will be
presented at the February meeting to:

SSB
1st WD6EKR
2nd K4UVT
3rd

CW
KG6GF
W6BIP
K6MA

Mixed
W6FAH

N6DJM, N6EA, K6RK, K6TS,
W6ROY, and K6WD will receive
participation certificates.
Please mark your calendars for the
ARRL CW Contest February 15-16 and
the ARRL SSB Contest March 7-8 and
be mindful of the club's annual
competition with SCDXC for the
Perpetual Cup.
Ace, N3AHA, again graciously volunteered to compile our club score and
send it to ARRL. So send your summary
sheets (clearly marked to show your
entry category) to Ace and don't forget to
put you club affiliation on them. ~
"go it alone" and quickly gets back into
formation.

Truth #2 : A person with as much
sense as a goose will stay
information with those
going the same direction.
When the lead bird tires, he rotates back
in the line and another bird "takes the
point."

Truth #3: It pays to take turns doing
hard jobs.
The geese in back honk to encourage
those ahead to keep up speed.

Truth #4: One honking from behind
should be careful what he
or she says.

Dec. 1, 1991 to Dec. 31, 1991
by Bob, NQ6X

Checking account activity:
Nov 30 EOM balance
11,540
Receipts
Dues(New Members) 76
~6'--='-2~9_ __
Dec dinner mtg
Other
184
889
Total Receipts
889
Sub total
Expenditures
Dec 31 EOMbalance

12,429
2,050
10,379

Savings account activity
Bank of America (12/18/91) 14,710
American Savings (1/8/92)
9,804
24,514
Total savings

Repeater fund
Balance (1/10/92)

1,605

Finally, if a goose cannot go on, two
other geese fall out with it and escort it to
the ground. They stay until he recovers
or dies and then join another passing
flight.

Truth #5: A person with the sense of
a goose will stand by and
help another in need.
-from the SWDCARC 'Ground Wire'

Staying Awake
The Experiences of a Contester
by Robert "Alert Bob" Wilson, N6TV

It's 4 a.m. and your eyes are getting
heavy. You are sleepy, very sleepy. You'd
like to put your head down
for just a minute's rest.
But you're in the middle
of a contest; you can't go to
sleep! Okay, you '11 try
running J As on 40 CW.
Your rate soars to 20 QSOs
per hour- no adrenaline
here. You close your eyes
for a moment; when you
open them it's 9 a.m.!
It's too late. You've
missed the long-path
.-----. opening to Africa on 40 and
the 20-meter long-path to
Europe. You've missed the
Europeans on 15. All those multipliersforever gone.
What can you do to stay awake?
Some drink coffee, Coca Cola, Pepsi, or
even (yikes!) Jolt Cola. Others take NoDoz or other caffeine pills. But too much
caffeine gives nasty side effects and
poses health risks. Here are two drugfree alter-natives that have worked well
for me. Perhaps they will work for you.
Read the NCJ
That's right. Get the National Contest
Journal out of the bathroom and put it
right by your rig. When all there is to do
is run JAs at 20 per hour, start reading.
Keep pushing that CQ button and keep
up your normal rhythm . If someone
answers, cease reading, work him, then
push the CQ button and resume reading
where you left off.
This keeps you alert for several
reasons. Some of the articles in the NCJ
are controversial; they get your
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adrenaline up. Some of the contest and
antenna articles in there can be
downright inspirational- another
adrenaline boost for those of the
contesting persuasion. Read
the "Contest Tips and
Techniques" section. You
may even find a trick
you can try immediately.
But giving your brain a
bigger challenge than
instructing your finger to
press the CQ button is 90
percent of the battle against
brain fade.

The Star-Spangled
Banner Method
This sounds crazy, but it's
effective. It can be used if
you CQ with a CW or voice keyer. You
attempt to sing the entire national
anthem-out loud- while CQing.
The song is hard to sing; although
you don't need not sing loud, you must
sing accurately. It's a struggle to remember all the words and sometimes
painful to hit the high notes.
If you start in too low a key, you
won't be able to hit the low ones at all.
Sing it two or three times- all the
verses-to make sure you have it right.
You don't
know 'em all?
If you are a
winner, you'll
learn that song
before the
contest ends!
Why does
it work? Well,
for one thing,
it's embarrassing to sing

The Star-Spangled Banner and you will
blush gloriously-especially at a multimulti station. Blushing is good; blood
rushes to your head, exactly where it's
needed to keep you awake.
Singing the Star-Spangled Banner,
you'll take big gulps of air. Those deep
breaths oxygenate your blood, keeping
your brain working at top efficiency. To
sing, your brain must recall all the words
and keep your mouth moving in synch
with your vocal cords. This stimulates
your brain, keeping you awake.
Finally, The Star-Spangled Banner
may safely be sung to keep you awake
while driving home after the contest.
Most other songs risk giving an officer of
the law the wrong impression.
Tired? Sleepy? Take two national
anthems and call me in the morninglong path.
*from the January 1992 NCCC 'Jug'

Pix from the January Meeting
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Club Member Operating from Hong Kong

On Good Writing

David Angel, WA6TJM, is now operating monthly as VS6/WA6TJM. He QSLs via
his home call.

"The adjective is the enemy of the
noun."
-Voltaire

He was recently the
guest of Ed Nance,
VS6DX, at the annual
meeting of the English
Language Amateur
Transmitting Society held
at the Royal Hong Kong
Yacht Club in December.
Pictured are VS6DX
and WA6TJM comparing
DX contacts and generally
enjoying themselves at the
ELARTS meeting.

Where Do We Go Next?
by AA6YO-continued from page 1

c

And finally Jim Maxwell, W6CFan ARRL DX Advisory committee
member- tells us how such unattractive
places manage to become DXCC countries in the first place.
Where Do We Go Next follows
OH2BH and his merry band of
superhams as they travel through a
Fodor's nightmare of places to avoid on
your vacation. Don't expect Birnbaum or
Michelen to rate the restaurants on M-V
Island (there aren't any).
Ever wonder why more people don't
vacation on Market Reef? Or why there's
no Western Sahara Hilton? Or what
happens if you decline the favorite finger
food of Annobon Island- raw snail-like
creatures? If so, this book's for you.
Martti and the others certainly don't
depict DXpeditioning as a picnic; they
say it's more akin to a mercenary
military strike.
And the necessary capital and the
preparatory work for one of his
expeditions would strain most of us.
Typhoons, armies doing battle,
blood-sucking insects, and murderous
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Church Bulletins
Clarity and accuracy in writing are
important. Why are church bulletins
sometimes singled out as goof-prone?
The following, submitted by Randall,
KA0TTV, may give you a clue.
Thursday at 5 p.m. there will be a
meeting of the Little Mothers Club. All
wishing to become Little Mothers will
please meet the Mister in his study.
from 'ORZ', the paper of the Pilot Knob
ARC, Leavenworth, KS.

dictators round out Martti 's story (yes, a
real murder).
The book gives the DXer who fights
DXpedition pileups from the comfort of
his home a taste of what it may be like on
the other end. Martti has coined a term
for this dichotomy- "DXotica."
The DXpeditioner provides the
DXer an opportunity to spar with
others- a sort of struggle for survival;
well, ascendance then. We, the DXers,
play an active role. Unlike watching T.V.,
a passive activity, the interplay between
DXer and DX is dynamic. And each
requires the other; rare DX has no
meaning without DXers to provide a
pileup. That's what keeps Martti and
other DXpeditioners going.
Martti 's kind are real-life Indiana
Joneses, who commit frontier-shattering
exploits of derring-do against overwhelming odds. On the other side, the
audience contains a horde of the most
cunning yet impatient people on the
planet. In Martti 's words, "The DX
audience is demanding and intelligent."
Upon meeting big guns, Martti has
found them " ... attuned to the finer things
in life, great personalities who were
clearly top echelon, who only accepted

the best, who drank the finest wines and
ordered their meals from choicest
gourmet menus .... "
Hold on! This is getting too serious.
DXing is a hobby; it's supposed to be
fun. Are you having fun? Did you work
the SO?
The venerable Professor Cass
reminds us to look at ourselves as others
see us-DXers and non-DXers alike.
What does your spouse see when he or
she finds you in your shack--drawn to
the point of physical and mental
breakdown over one of OH2BH's
operations? Do they see old "Red Eye"
Albert? - the Palos Verde Sundancers?
Come on, if you take this stuff too
seriously, you might start voting DX'ers
into public office. Wait, you already did
that!
Martti 's book provides "the rest of
the story"-the view from the other end
of the pipe- by people who spent their
vacation being bitten by hermit crabs and
bled by leeches.
Read the book and learn the truth.
DXing is a hobby of superlatives, a sport
that disdains boundaries, inaccessible
terrain, and political baniers. But anyone
~
canplay.
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~--------------------------------~------~Eg~~[[~~-~--~=--===~---------------------------Republics Given
New English Names
Five independent fonner Soviet republics
have altered the English language spelling
of their names. The U.S. government will
use the new spellings, as will American
wire services and most U.S. news media.
The changes are as follows:
old

~

Byelorussia

Belarus

Kirghizia

Kirghizstan

Moldavia
Moldova
Tadzhikistan Tajikistan
Turkmenia

Turkmenistan

Seven republics will keep their
traditional English spellings: Annenia,
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Russia,
Ukraine, and Uzbekistan.

he Word Iambic

by Maurice Gesson, W2JAJ

, Historic Burlingame

\ HRO Site Threatened
byAF6S*

You know that iambic keyers produce
alternating dits and dahs in perfect
Ihythm--but do you know why they're
called iambic?
Like so many scientific words, iambic
is from ancient Greek. And here's a
surprise: iambic has a relative in poetry
that you probably already know.
In Greek, an iamb is a metrical foot
of two syllables, the first short and the
second long-Dr, the first unaccented and
the second accented. For example: I see.
Remember your high school English
teacher talking about iambic pentameter
in poetry? Right! Same root.
Each line in a poem in iambic
pentameter has five iambs, as in: To learn

the code takes time, and work, and effort.

Over the Hill
(Solar Cycle-Wise)
by Rubin Hughes, WA6AHF, using
the ARRL Propagation Forecast--by
'Tad" Cook, KT7H
Surely we have passed the peak of the
current solar cycle, so where do we go
from here?
A look at the averages shows that
solar flux has held fairly steady above 200
for many months, but recent forecasts
predict numbers 40 points lower by
December 1992. The same forecasts show
a loss of another 40 points by the end of
1993 and flux bottoming out in 1996.
When will solar activity return the
levels we're experiencing now? Wait 'till
after the tum of the century.
Want my advice? You don't? Well,
you're gonna get it anyway, you turkey:
~
Keep the faith!
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The line's rhythm is just like DI DAH DI
DAH DI DAH DI DAH DI DAH.
Hams use lots of other words with
Greek roots, like: mega-Hertz, microphone, delta loop, and gamma match.
Some of these words are also iambs.
from Dec. 1991 'Downlink' (the club
newsletter of the Naval Postgraduate
School Amateur Radio Club in
Monterey, CA)

What Was the Year?
by Gerry Griffin, WBMEP
The Radio Amateur Callbook listed the
foll.Qwing novice calls (of current
NCDXC- !pembers): WV6AHF,
WV6AUD, KN6LHN and KN6LLK.
What year's issue was it? Guess.
correctly and receive a whole certified
Catperson point! Look for the answer in
the March DXer.
~

The 77 -year old freight depot on Howard
Avenue in Burlingame may face
demolition, but railroad buffs are
organizing to save it. Ronald Vane, an
amateur railroad historian, says the plain
redwood building was once the center of
Burlingame commerce.
Since 1971 it has housed the original
Ham Radio Outlet store, a business which
grew to 11 stores and $30 million in
annual sales. Bob Ferrero, N6RJ-Dwner
of HRO-explained the recent move to
Sunnyvale, saying, "my clientele went
south and I thought it best to follow."
A twist to the story is that the old
depot's ownership isn't clear. Ferrero told
Peninsula Times reporter Carlos Alcala
that when he bought HRO 20 years ago
he was told he was also buying the
building. But a title was never conveyed
to him.
Now Southern Pacific wants Mr.
Ferrero to remove the building. But if SP
demanded it, he said, he couldn't prove
his ownership of the building. He has
asked the railroad to prove it's his
responsibility.
Meanwhile, Vane and Golden Gate
Railroad Museum boosters are trying to
gamer support for preservation of the
building. "It's the last of its type on the
Peninsula," Vane said.
Ferrero has offered to donate the
building to the Museum- if it turns out
to be his to donate. He even suggested he
might be willing to pay the moving costs.
"It'd be a shame to see it demolished
in favor of another auto repair shop," said
Vane.
·edited from a story in The Peninsula
Times, Dec. 21, reprinted in PAARAgraphs, the newsletter of the Palo Alto
Amateur Radio Association.
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Fox Hunting Reflections

A Remarkable QSO
by Joe Doring, DL 1RK
During WW2, I served as Lance Corporal
in a special army signal corps unit in the
Afrika Korps. We intercepted enemy
tactical radio communications in the
African war theater- we were Erwin
Rommel's ears.
Late afternoon on May 7, 1943five days before we surrendered
Tunisia- our company commander
asked if I would like to communicate
with the enemy. "Sure I would," was
my answer.
My first thought was that it was the
surrender message, ending the fighting in
Africa. But the message was about a target
not to be bombed.
Since Allied bombers flew in from
the west, the message had to be addressed
to the British First Army, which operated
in that area. Therefore I chose the
headquarters radio net of British lstArmy,
noted the frequency and callsigns, took
the message and went to the transmitter
van about one-half mile from our
receiving site.
The British net was very busy that
night so I had to wait a long time. While I
waited, I practiced with the straight key,
which I hadn't used for a year or so; my
job sitting in front of a receiver copying
enemy radio traffic didn't require sending.
Finally the net worked its last traffic
and it was my tum. With the 80-Watt
Lorenz transmitter carefully set to zerobeat and using a "borrowed" callsign, I
hit the key:
"QTC 1 QRK? K." QRK 5 was the
answer.
"DAH DI DAH DI DAH, TO HQ
ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCES
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IN AFRICA FROM HQ AXIS FORCES
IN AFRICA."
Then the guy whose call I had
borrowed came in:
"THATS NOT ME, ITS A PROPAGANDA MESSAGE FROM THE
ENEMY.''
But I broke in with: "ITS NOT
PROPAGANDA, BUT LIFE OR
DEATH FOR YOUR OWN PEOPLE."
In the end, the HQ station told me to go
ahead with my message.
I sent, ''TWO SHIPS ARE IN THE
HARBOR AT TUNIS. ONE IS A
FREIGHTER WITH 600 ALLIED
PRISONERS AND THE OTHER IS A
HOSPITAL SHIP. DO NOT BOMB
THOSE SHIPS AND SAVE THE LIVES
OF YOUR OWN PEOPLE."
I received "QSL" for my message and
said I would QRX tomorrow-same time,
same frequency- for a possible reply, but
no reply was received in the next five
days.
The event faded in my memory
during the years to follow, until 1950,
when I bought a book about the war in
Africa. In it I found the message I had
sent and the reaction to it. General
Alexander, the British 1st Army
Commander, met captured German
General von Arnim, and thanked him for
the message that saved 600 of his soldiers.
In return, he agreed to send 600 wounded
German soldiers to Italy, on a hospital
ship.
In a small way I had helped add a
human touch in this cruel war. I call this
my only really worthwhile QSO-ever!
-'Focus, · Winter 1991.
(submitted by W6CF)

~

by Geoff Hudson, VK3VR
On a recent outing Peter, VK3ZPF, hid
the fox about three kilometers from the
city, on the Yarra River's banks. To
increase the challange, he attached a ISelement beam pointed at the distant city
buildings.
The effect was devastating to any
team close to the city; all evidence of the
real signal was masked by reflections
from tall buildings.
Several teams dropped "hounds" just
south of the city, where the signal was
easily detectable by a sniffer. As soon as
one got out of the car, though, it was clear
something was wrong. With a strong
signal, a sniffer normally gives a clear
direction but this signal was everywhere!
We've seen this before- if a signal
is strong but confused, you're chasing
reflections. After calling the car via twometre handheld we left the area.
Traditionally, you only need drive a
km or two before the real signal appears
(usually there's a hill or something
between you and the fox). In this case,
we drove four km and the only signal was
still from the city.
My congratulations to those hounds
who had the forethought to go around the
city in the other direction and get in easi 1y.
-'Amateur Radio Action,· Vol. 14, No. 6.

VK Sniffer PCB Offered
Ian Stirling, VK3MZ, offers a PC board
for his updated fox hunting "sniffer"
design, which operates in both AM and
"whoopie" modes. The latest boards are
commercially manufactured, pre-drilled
and screen printed, and are supplied with
a full set of assembly instructions.
To obtain a sniffer board, send $10
(Australian-ed) to Ian Stirling, 169
Glenvale Road, Ringwood, Victoria 3134.
-Amateur Radio Action
(submitted by WA6AHF)
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The Mystique of Three-Letter Callsigns
by Thomas H. White

Callsign practice was formalized
under federal authority in the United
States by the Radio Act of 1912 and by
international agreement; the initial letters
were allotted among the various nations.
The 1913 edition of Radio Stations ofthe
United States records contemporary
practice for allocating callsigns of land
and shipboard stations. There were so
few stations then that all could be
accommodated by three-letter calls.

Three-letter calls are an emotional topic
for many Americans. The passing of one
leads to mourning and oratory on the
need to protect these historic creatures
from extinction.
Some misconceptions exist about
three-letter calls. This review of the
history of these unique cans also covers
equally historic four-letter calls.
The continued emphasis on their
callsigns by American broadcast stations
Callsign practice was
is an anachronism. Most other countries
have long since switched to slogans or formalized under federal
network identification names. One can authority in the United States
imagine the cries of outrage if by the Radio Act of 1912 and,
newspapers were forced to identify
by international agreement.
themselves using government-mandated
names like WNYT or WPST. What
The U.S. received all combinations
circulation would a magazine named
beginning with N and W and the
WTME garner?
combinations from KDA to KZZ, a total
StiU, with a 75-year tradition, call
of 1950 callsigns. These were reserved
letters for broadcast stations are fixed
for government, public and limitedupon the American psyche. They also
service commercial stations.
make bookkeeping easier for the FCC
Callsigns KDA through KZZ were
(presumably).
generally assigned to ships in the
Original Regulations
Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico, and to land
The use of callsigns is almost as old as stations on the Pacific Coast. Calls
radio. Because nearly all early radio beginning with W were reserved for
work was by Morse code, spelling out an ships operating in the Pacific and the
operator's name, company, or location Great Lakes, and for land stations on the
was too cumbersome. Two- or three- Atlantic and Gulf Coasts and near the
letter abbreviations were more Great Lakes.
convenient.
This policy was intended to make
Operators independently adopted land and ship stations in any area have
identifying callsigns to make it easier to different callsign groups.
sort out calling stations. Unfortunately,
Amateur and experimental stations
few standards existed in the self-assigned fell into a separate callsign scheme. The
callsign era, and problems occurred International Bureau at Berne didn't
when more than one ship or station used even require notification of their
the same call.
existence. The U.S. was divided into nine
Unique identifiers, assigned on the "Radio Inspection Districts." Amateurs
basis of national origin, were invented to received callsigns beginning with their
ease identification of exactly what ship district numbers followed by two
was in danger of visiting Davy Jones' locker. letters- 8MK, for example.
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Experimental stations were assigned
a suffix beginning with X. Similarly, a Ysuffix designated a technical school
station and Z designated "special
amateur status."
The 1913 Radio Stations of the
United States noted: 'The three items--a
figure followed by two letters--may be
combined in 598 different calls, which
will probably suffice for the amateur
sending stations in most districts for some
time."

Refinements
The (U.S.) Bureau of Navigation
was required to refine its allocating
schemes over the years. In the early teens
most non-Amateur land stations engaged
in ship-to - shore traffic and were
clustered along the coasts.
As other services developed inland,
a dividing line between the western K's
and the eastern W's was needed. It
became the Texas-New Mexico border in
the south through the Montana-North
Dakota border in the north. Later, in
1923, the east-west border was moved to
the Mississippi River.
Thus, pioneer broadcasters like
WKY, Oklahoma City; WOI, Ames,
Iowa; WHB, Kansas City; and WDAY,
Fargo, North Dakota remain as
monuments to the earlier period.
World War I had a disruptive effect.
German submarines quickly made
shipboard radios a necessity rather than
an expensive option for ships making
trans-Atlantic runs. There weren' t
enough three-letter calls, 'so four-letter
calls were adopted. KE prefixes
predomintated. "Turnover" might have
helped the three-letter calls last a bit
longer, but seafare rs - always
superstitious-refused the call of a ship
that "went down with all hands," for
example.
continued on next page
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Also in this period, the Bureau of
Navigation discovered that the world's
oceans are connected and discontinued the
practice of differentiating callsigns by a
ship's home port. The less-numerous land
stations continued to receive three-letter
callsigns.
With a partiality for vowels, the next
major blocks assigned ships were KI_ ,
KO_ , and KU_ . Perhaps suffering a
burst of egalitarianism, the Bureau began
assigning KD_ calls to both land and
ship stations in 1920. Thus the
Westinghouse station, KDKA, was
sandwiched between the ships
Montgomery City and Eastern Sword. In
1921 the original system was
reincarnated. KDKA is the only
surviving station with the flukey callsign
this short period produced.

Dawn of Four-Letter Calls
The flood of broadcasting authorizations
that began in 1921 quickly overloaded
the recycling of three-letter calls. The
pinch occurred first in the east and the
Times-Picayune of New Orleans was
given WAAB (now WJBO).
There was no WAAA, as rules of the
time precluded three of the same letter.
Also, the original progression of
assignments make A the middle letterexplaining why so many pioneer stations
had calls in the form W_A_.
Several years later, broadcasters
began to ask for distinctive calls.
In the West, three-letter calls were
still assigned broadcasters until May of
1922.

Three-Letter Calls After 1922
Broadcast station assignment of threeletter calls didn't end in 1922 and about
half of today's three-letter calls were
assigned after this date. Some were
special requests and others were
"inherited" from earlier, failed
enterprises.

The June 30, 1931 edition of
Commercial and Government Radio
Stations of the United States lists 93
three-letter broadcasters- about 15
percent of all American broadcast
stations then licensed. These calls did not
become rare until after World War II,
when thousands of new stations were
licensed.
Three-letter calls continue to be
assigned today- to Coastal Land
Stations-although even this group
threatens to use up its small allotment.

FM and TV Sister Stations
As FM and TV developed in the forties
and fifties, more callsigns were needed.
After a short period of requiring each
service to have a unique callsign, the
FCC began allowing sister stations to use
the same call provided they attach a -TV
or -FM suffix. Thus almost all TV and
FM three-letter calls trace back to an
original AM broadcast station.
Although it no longer owned the
station, when WJZ in New York took the
new call WABC, the Westinghouse
Corporation was traumatized. Four and
one-half years after the disappearance of
WJZ, Westinghouse received the call
WJZ-TV for its Baltimore station.
Technically this is a five-letter call, but it
is still exceptional.

Conclusion
Some, noting the disappearance of threeletter calls from AM, have accused
owners of neglecting their heritage.
The opposite is true. When AM
holdings are sold, owners often keep the
three-letter calls for their FM and TV
stations. Only two three-letter calls,
saved as independents, have subsequently disappeared from the airwaves.
What about the future? AM radio
lacks the financial appeal of old, and
more AM stations will be sold; callsign
custody will pass to FM and TV stations.

Amateur Radio
Astronomy
by Ron Parise, WA4SIR
(U.S. Astronaut)
Radio astronomy can be done on any
frequency free of terrestrial signals.
There are many types of celestial radio
sources and they generally emit wideband noise.
At low frequencies, non-thermal
mechanisms dominate emissions (i.e.
synchrotron radiation). Jupiter, for
instance, emits strongly in the 5 to 30
MHz range.
At higher frequencies, interactions
among free electrons in space (electronelectron radiation) produce broadband
noise. In the same range, atomic
recombination and molecular transitions
produce narrow-band emissions,
including the neutral hydrogen line at
1420 MHz. These emissions are weak
and localized in the sky, so the casual
amateur may miss them.
If you would like to try an
experiment with your Oscar setup, just
point your 2-meter antenna straight south
. a~qp.3b eegrees or so (in the northern
hemi~p~le}. F(nct'a clear frequency and
set the mode to SSB or CW. Using your
GaAsFET preamp, write down the Smeter reading of the background noise.
Repeat the test every half hour for
several hours at least.
You'll notice the noise level ranging
from S-0 to S-6 or so. If you try again
the next day, you '11 see that the pattern
repeats- giving you the same reading at
any given time of day.
Congratulations! You just made your
first radio observation of the galactic
center! You might see another hump in
the data at local noon- the sun. But the
sun is not nearly as strong on 2 meters as
the galactic core.
-Amateur Radio News Service (ARNS)
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Auxiliary CW Input for the TS-950
by Bob Wolbert, N6/P

type, allowing another input to be
connected in parallel.
This modification adds an auxiliary keyRear -panel connector ACC 2, 13line to the TS-950, allowing
pin DIN type,
simultaneous use of the
~~-r~~~-r~--~ has unused
internal keyer and an
pins. Pin-2
external keyeris easily
accessible and
pin-4 connects
to chassis
ground. Run a
wire from Control
Unit connector CN33
to ACC 2, Pin-2 (inside
the rig).
Outside, connect a l/4inch phone jack and shielded line
to the 13-pin DIN plug that came with
the rig. The phone jack is your external
.- anything from a straight key to a keyer input. Tum the KEYER slide
computer running "CT."
switch on.
Because it exploits only an unused
rear-panel connector pin, it doesn't affect
I
Fixing The Internal
the rig's functionality.
The rear-panel KEYER switch may Keyer Weighting
be left on; you '11 no longer need to access Problem:
the rear panel to switch it or to change A bypass capacitor across the
keying cables.
key line improves older TSWhy bother with the internal keyer? 950s; Dave Leeson, W6QHS,
Like you, I have an external keyer that recommends 1 11F. A late
works well and can interface a multi- serial number TS-950 with
mode controller-or my PC, for factory -corrected keying
contesting. But the internal keyer became overly "weighty"
automatically compensates for the TS- with 0.33 !lF.
950's QSK-mode keying weightExperiment, listening to
reduction malady, a nice feature.
the monitor-not the
sidetone-until you find the
Rig Modification
best value.
The TS-950 keying line is accessible
If your rig needs no added
through connector CN33 on the Control capacitance, put in a 1000 pF
Unit PC board, an unused single-pin capacitor anyway, for RF
_ connector. You can use a push-on bypassing. Solder it inside,
teiminal or solder to it.
directly across the ACC 2
Keying polarity is positive and the solder terminals between Pininternal keyer output is open-collector 2 and Pin-4.

10

The internal keyer breaks from
tradition in another way. Kenwood
reversed the dot/dash sense from the
standard "bug" convention in which the
dash contact connects to the tip of the
stereo phone plug and the dot contact to
the inner sleeve.
Worse, you can't simply rewire the
internal connectors for compatibility,
because the dot-line doubles as the main
key input when the internal keyer is off.
Also, if you re-reverse the lines, a
straight key won't function when
plugged into the paddle jack (losing a
nice feature).
Diabolically, Kenwood routes the
key input line through their keyer IC,
using the same IC pin as the dot input.
The simplest solution is an external
adapter cable.
~
Rear Panel

I
~~

I

I

Front Panel
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A YL's Windspeed Chart

Legend or Lies?

Morse Nostalgia

by Missy Stone, KBSDBX

by Frank Mullen, W6SCL

by Gerald H. Wetzel, W3DMB

I have difficulty remembering the
standard ways of estimating windspeed,
e.g. "13-18 mph: raises dust and loose
paper, moves small branches."
That's fine, but what if there is no
dust or loose paper and just what is a
small branch? The whole chart is
ambiguous to my thinking, so I devised
one that works better for me.

- the Temple (Texas) Amateur Radio
Club's TAAC Bulletin, Oct. 1991.

Books have been written about the
sometimes hilarious "bruising" of radio
regulations in the twenties and thirties.
Some folk tales of this era are delightful.
For example, a Mexican ham,
Benito, was evening MC at XERA, the
100-KiloWatt AM station at Tijuana.
After each day's broadcast, he would
QSY to 160 meters and smash through
the QRN to the East Coast. His powerful
signal would link others, bringing distant
operators together for night-time chats.
Of course 100 KW at the other
fellow's QTH won't help your signal,
but- my source alleges- hams across
the country heard that thunderous carrier
and gathered like flies on honey.
They could often copy other stations
they wouldn't normally have heard at all.
Benito could sometimes hear weak
stations on the station's large antenna and
would tell others where to listen for
them. In time, evening-long roundtables
formed on various parts of the
continent- not always including Benito.
But everyone regarded him as the master
of the night-time airwaves.
Benito was well-known to the
general public too. The station's window
overlooked a rail line that jogged outside
the U.S. and back on its way east from
San Diego. During Benito's broadcast, a
locomotive engineer would sound his
whistle as he roared past. Then, Benito
held a microphone out the window, to
add the salute to the relaxed atmosphere
of his broadcast.
The final amplifier cooling system
used a heat exchanger submerged in a
fish pond. I didn ' t get satisfactory
answers when I asked if the water
temperature in the pond rose as the
evening wore on.

(only a YL could get away with writing
this today, hi- ed)

- Scuttlebutt'- the Naval Postgraduate
School ARC (Monterey, CA)

Morse code has the potential for poetic
Ihythms. Iambic- as in iambic keyersis from poetry, meaning the "di dah di
dah di dah .. . " rhythm you get by
squeezing both paddles.
A QST magazine from the 30's
shows how certain phrases in CW
generate poetic Ihythms. I remember is
"best bent wire" sent at about thirteen
words-per-minute. It falls nicely on the
ears.
Before electronic keyers, real "fists"
could be heard on the air. There were
"Lake Erie Swing" rhythms, with their
long dabs. Then there were "bug" fists
with dits at about 20 wpm but dabs
slowed to whatever slower rate was
wanted. Bug fists were practical;
changing dit speed meant moving a little
weight and you couldn't do it while
sending.
The strangest fists were from those
on straight keys who developed "glass"
(i.e . injured) arms from too much
sending." And some used "sideswiper"
keys. These had no spring action for
automatic dots. Instead, they required
you to waggle the key sideways, between
two contacts, making your own dits and
dabs. I worked only a few hams who
used sideswipers, mainly French.
I still have my Vibroplex Blue Racer
Original, in its leather-strapped case with
an extra set of silver contacts. I got it at
the 1972 Dayton Hamvention and used it
regularly until 1980 when I finally
switched to an electronic keyer.
CW has a mystique modem modes
lack. But I feel no -code licensing has a
place-attracting newcomers. Without
newcomers, the hobby will simply die
out. If anyone needs more evidence,
consider that the current average age of
American hams is 47 and tising.

MPH

Observation

0-1

Steam from you coffee cup rises
vertically
Wind direction shown by drifting
steam, but hairstyle stays in place
without hairspray.
Gives a cooling sensation as astringent on your face dries.
Hairspray needed to hold style in
place.
Dust from rug blows back in your
face- no matter which way you
shake it.
Nail polish dries in half normal time.
Clothesonclotheslinetiethemselves
in knots.
Plants in plastic pots spill over; bird
feeders blow and hit your head while
you're picking up the plants.
Glass storm door slams on your finger as you wave good-bye to your
lightweight lawn furniture- which
is moving next door.
Even hairspray won't hold and if
you dare smile you '11 be stuck smiling 'till you get a drink.
Rare inland. Facial mask petrifies
within 15 seconds. Pets can't obey
"come home" command.
Very rare. You cannot hold onto
your makeup bag. Widespread hysteria.
Extremely rare. They're having a
75-percent-off sale at the mall but
your car won't go against the wind.

2-3

4-7
8-12
13-18

19-24
25-31
32-38

39-46

47-54

55-63

64-72

73+
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-CARA Tell-A-Ham, August 1991
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